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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [ 5 1, we introduced a new characterization of those entire functions of 
exponential type that are of completely regular growth. In this paper, we 
examine the product of two entire functions of exponential type and discuss 
how the regularity of one of the functions affects the growth of the product. 
We then apply our results to a particular type of convolution mapping 
between appropriately chosen spaces of analytic functions. 
An entire function f of one complex variable is of exponential type if 
If(z)I < Ae “*’ for some constants A and B and for all z. The Lindelof 
indicator function of S is given by 
We say f is of completely regular growth on the ray arg z = 8 if 
r-’ log/f(re”)I 1 is c ose to h,(B) for most r (see [ 5, Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 ] 
or Definition 2.1 in this paper). 
For f and g of exponential type, h,,(B) ,< h,(8) + h,(B). Iffis of completely 
regular growth on arg z = 19, however, then h,(O) = h,(O) + h,(B) for all g 
113, Theorem 5, p. 1591. Whenever h,,(B) = /z,(O) + h,(B), we say the 
indicators add on arg z = 0. 
Kahane and Rubel [8] have shown that it is possible to construct two 
entire functions, f and g, each of exponential type, in such a way that 
hfK(n/2) = max(hAn/2), h,(7r/2)), where h,(n/2) and h,(n/2) are both 
nonzero. Therefore, h,,(rc/2) < h,(zr/2) + h&n/2). In Section 3, we show that 
if f is not of completely regular growth on arg z = 8, then a mate function g 
“The material in this paper comprised part of the author’s doctoral dissertation at the 
University of Michigan, which was written under the guidance of Professor Douglas G. 
Dickson. 
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can be constructed satisfying h,,(B) < $(0) + h,(B). Our methods differ from 
those of Kahane and Rubel in that we may control only the mate function, 
not each of the multipliers. 
The results from Section 3 imply that the completely regular growth off 
on arg z = 8 is a necessary and sufficient condition for the indicator off to 
add on arg z = 8 with the indicators of all other entire functions of 
exponential type. Professor R. P. Boas has informed me that a different proof 
of the necessity of completely regular growth has been given by Azarin [ 11. 
Favorov [6] has provided a proof of the result for several complex variables. 
The problem in Section 3 arose from attempts to study the surjectivity of 
convolution mappings between spaces of analytic functions. Suppose G is a 
convex region in the complex plane and H(G) is the space of functions 
analytic on G endowed with the usual topology of uniform convergence on 
compact subsets. Then the topological dual of H(G) can be identified with 
E(G), the space of all entire functions $ of exponential type with the property 
that the closed convex set P having support function hm(-0) is in G. Forfin 
H(G) and # in E(G), the convolution df * 4)(z) = (f,, d) is analytic in a 
neighborhood of the origin. Here f,(w) is the z-translate f(z + w) of f(w). 
When G is of the form R + P for a convex region R and P is determined as 
above by 4, then f * # is analytic in R. In this case, the convolution operator 
* $ maps H(R + P) into H(R). It is then natural to seek solutions off * 4 = g 
for g in H(R). 
KrasiEkov [ 11, 121 showed that the solutions of the corresponding 
homogeneous equation f * d = 0 are limits in H(R + P) of finite sums of 
exponential solutions of the form z”ea’, where a is a zero of d of order at 
least n + 1. Finding one solution of the nonhomogeneous equation would 
then yield the general solution. In this direction, we ask for conditions on d 
insuring that there is a solution f in H(R + P) for each g in H(R), i.e., 
conditions insuring the surjectivity of *$. In Section 7, we prove that *d is 
surjective for each convex R if and only if 4 is of completely regular growth. 
Ehrenpreis [4] and Malgrange [ 141 proved that the mapping *Q is surjective 
for each 4 when R is the entire complex plane. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Levin [ 13 J has given two definitions of completely regular growth. In [ 51, 
we introduced the notion of sequentially regular growth and showed that it is 
equivalent to Levin’s two definitions. For easy reference, we repeat the 
definition of sequentially regular growth below. Here 
W(a,p) = {z = re”: r > 0,8 E [a,P]). 
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DEFINITION 2.1. An entire function of exponential type f is of sequen- 
tially regular growth on wide ring sections in W(a,P) if given positive 
numbers F and 6 there exists R = R(E, 8) for which F> R implies 
log 1 f(re’“) / > (hAB) - E) r for some r in ((I - S) ?, q and for all 0 in la, p 1. 
When a =p, f is said to be of sequentially regular growth on wide intervals 
on the ray arg z = a. 
3. A NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR INDICATORS TO ADD 
It follows directly from the definition of the indicator function that iffand 
g are entire functions of exponential type, then h,,(B) <h,(e) + h,(B). It is 
possible for h,,(B) to be strictly less then hX0) + h,(8) because 1 g(z)1 might 
be small where IS(z)1 is large, and vice versa. 
THEOREM 3.1. Iff is of sequentially regular growth on the raJ> arg z = 6. 
then h,,(B) = hkB) + h,(8) f or each entire function g of exponential type. 
Proox Let g be an entire function of exponential type. By applying (5. 
Theorem 4.41 to both f and g, and by using the sequentially regular growth 
of f on arg z = 8, we can find a sequence {rn) ;” increasing to infinity 
satisfying lim, ~‘JL: [logIf(r,,eie)l/rn] =h,l@) and lim,,, Ilog/g(r,e’H)l/r,,I = 
h,(8). It follows that h,(B) = hXB) + h,(B). 
A slightly different proof of Theorem 3.1 can be found in Levin 
113, Theorem 5, p. 1591. 
We next prove the converse of Theorem 3.1. The proof is by contradiction. 
Assuming f is not of sequentially regular growth on arg z = 8, we construct a 
mate g for f satisfying h,,(B) < h,(B) + h,(B). This is done by finding a 
sequence of wide intervals on which r--’ log If (re”)i is uniformly (in r) 
bounded away from hAB). Then g is constructed so that the only places 
where r ~’ log/ g(re”)l is close to h,(8) are in these wide intervals. This is 
done by requiring g to have zeros of increasingly high multiplicity on a 
rapidly increasing sequence of points. This causes the growth of / g(re”‘)I to 
peak only in the desired wide intervals. 
The following lemma can be proved using elementary calculus. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose s is the unique solution greater than 1 qf the 
equation x log x = 2(x - 1). Then 
log{1 + (1 + &)?(S- l))/(l + &)(S- l)'/l < log (s)/(s- 1)' ? 
.forO<lCl< 1. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Suppose f is an entire function of exponential type which 
is not of sequentially regular growth on the ray arg z = 0. Then there exists 
an entire function g of exponential type such that h,(B) < h,(e) + h,(O). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume 8 = 7~12. The function 
g which will be constructed will be an even function with real zeros. 
Since f is not of sequentially regular growth on arg z = 7c/2, it follows that 
there is some number 6 in (0, d) and some increasing sequence of positive 
numbers ( y,) for which 
lim WfW <h 5 
Y-m Y f 2 ’ i 1 
YEI 
(3.4) 
where Z=Ur=, [y,(l --a), y,(l +S)]. 
Letting y, = 0 and taking a subsequence if necessary, we assume that 
2Yn <Y,+ I foralln.Theintervals [y,-,(l-6),y,-,(1+6)] and (y,(l-6) 
y,(l + S)] do not intersect because y,- r(l + S) < -btv,(l + S) < (e/8) y, < 
Y,(l - a>. 
For each positive integer n, define a function L,(y) for positive y by 
L,(Y) = [(Y, -Y,-MS - vlwY) bi$l + (6 - 1) Y’lY3>> 
where [ ] denotes the greatest integer function and s is as in Lemma 3.2. For 
each n, L,(y) assumes its maximum value at y = y,. Furthermore, 
L,(Y) < maxW,((l - 4 Y,>, L,((l + 4 Y,>> (3.5) 
for all positive y not in the interval [( 1 - 6) y,, (1 + 6) y,]. The function g 
will be constructed so that 
log y) = ,f, L,(y) 
for some subsequence (L,.(y)}. Provided the { Y,,~) are properly spaced, this 
will imply that log] g(iy) l/y is close to h&n/2) only when y is in I. 
Claim 3.6. For each positive A and b, we can choose N = N(A, b) 
satisfying 0 < L,(y) < b for all y in (0, A ] and n > N. 
ProoJ Let positive numbers A and b be given. Choose M > 0 so that 
l/M < b/(s - 1) ‘I’. Then for a 2 M, 
a log(1 + ((s - 1)/a’)) < (s - 1)/a < b(s - 1)“‘. 
Choose N satisfying y, > AM whenever n > N. With a = y,/y, we obtain 
(Y,/Y> ldl + (6 - l)Y2/Y3 < ws - l)1’2 
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for n > N and y in (0, A]. It follows that L,(y) < b for y in (0, A ] and n > N. 
This proves the claim. 
Let P,l;U be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers so that 
lim,, nb, = 0 and Cz=, b, converges. 
We now inductively choose a subsequence ( y,,},X- , of { y,,],“- , so that for 
each y > 0, CJY, L,Jy) ‘v Lnk(y) for some k. 
Let n, = 1. Since lim,,, L,,(y) = 0, there is some A, > y,, for which 
y > A, implies L,,(y) ( b,. It follows from Claim 3.6 that n, can be chosen 
sufficiently large so that y,, > A i and L,*(y) < 6, whenever y is in (0, A, ]. 
Continuing in the same manner, we choose A, > y,, such that L,,(y) < b, 
and L,*(y) < b, for all y>A,. We then choose n3 satisfying y,,, > AZ and 
L,,,(y) -c 6, whenever y is in (O,A,]. 
Continuing inductively, we can choose a subsequence ( yn,Jk =, of ( y,},T’ , 
and a sequence of positive numbers (A,)? , satisfying, if we drop the 
subscripts and consider (yk}pE, to be the subsequence ( Y,,~}: , , the 
following: 
L,(Y) < b, for y >Ak and j = 1, 2, 3 ,..., k; (3.7) 
4)k <A, <Yk+,; (3.8) 
and 
Lk+ I(Y) < bk for y in (O,A,]; (3.9) 
for each positive integer k. 
In fact, since A, < Akfj for each positive j, (3.9) implies that 
L.i+ I(Y) < bj for y in (O,A,] and j=k,k+l,k+2 ,.... (3.10) 
Furthermore, we still have 
2Yk <J’k+ 1 for each k. (3.11) 
As before, let y0 = 0 and define I = lJF= 1 ( y,( 1 - 6), y,(l + S)]. It follows 
from (3.4) that 
lim logIf( < h (3.12) 
Y-m Y 
YEI 
Claim 3.13. 
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Proof. Let y > A, be arbitrary and choose n so that y is in (A,_, , A,]. It 
follows from (3.7) and (3.10) that 
f Lj(Y) < (n - l)b”-, +Lff(Y) + ’ bj* 
j=l .I% 
Furthermore, 
L”(Y) < L”(Y”) Q (log (s)/@ - lP2N - (Yn- I/Y”)>. 
Because of the way we picked {b,} 7, the last two inequalities imply that 
(3.14) 
On the other hand, 
from which it follows that 
Combining this last inequality with (3.14) proves the claim. 
We note that by (3.11) we have $ <iin?,,+, (1 - (y,,-,/y,JJ < 1. 
For each nonnegative integer n, let p, = y,/(s - 1)“‘. Define 
k,= l- (P,-,/PA f or each positive integer n.. Then k,p, =p, and k,p,, = 
pn -p,-, = (y, -y,-J/(s - I)‘/* for n > 2. 
BY (3.11), 
p” > 2pn-, > 2*p,_, > *.. > 2”-‘p,. (3.15) 
Our new function g is to have [k, p,,] zeros at z = f p,, , where ] ] denotes 
the greatest integer function. That is, let 
g(z) = !11, (1 -$)‘“““‘. 
” 
It follows from (3.15) and Lindelofs theorem 12, Theorem 2.10.1, p. 271 that 
g is of exponential type. 
We now analyze the growth of ( g(z)] on the ray arg z = 71/2. Note that 
log I g(iv> I
Y 
= f q(y). 
j= I 
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Therefore, by Claim 3.13, 
It follows from this and Lemma 3.2 that 
and that 
(3.16) 
,E Jf,,((l - QY,) < h, (:j. (3.17) 
Suppose now that 4’ > A I does nbt lie in I. Choose n so that ,I’ is in 
(A “-,, A,]. Then, as in Claim 3.13, it follows from (3.7) and (3.10) that 
The way the sequence (!I,,} was chosen and the fact that ~3 is not in I. 
together with (3.5), (3.16), and (3.17), give that 
(3.18) 
To conclude the proof of Theorem 3.3, we now show that h,,(n/2) ( 
4w9 + ~,W). Let F(y) = log If(&) g(iy)l/y. Since lim,. + , F( .r) = 
h,,(n/2), we have that 
4,W) = max (,‘;c KY>, ,Ilr”, F(Y)). 
?‘El ?@I 
It follows from (3.12), however, that 
and from (3.18) that 
h F(y) < hX42) + h&n/2). Y-‘cc 
?@I 
Hence, h&z/2) < h,(rc/2) + h,(n/2) and the theorem is proved. 
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Combining Theorem 3.1 with Theorem 3.3, we see that we have proven 
THEOREM 3.19. Suppose f is an entire function of exponential type. Then 
f is of completely regular growth on the ray arg z = b’ if and only if h,,(8) = 
h/(/3) + h,(B) for each entire function g of exponential type. 
4. SUPPORT FUNCTIONS 
We now begin to apply the results of the previous section to a particular 
convolution equation. In order to state the problem precisely, we need further 
discussion of functions of exponential type and basic facts about convex sets. 
Many of the concepts in this section are discussed in Boas [2, Chapt. 51. 
Let 4 be an entire function of exponential type. Denote the Bore1 
transform and conjugate indicator diagram of 4 by 6 and P,, respectively. 
Let P, be the smallest convex set outside of which $is analytic and given by 
P, = 0 (z E 6: Re(ze”) < h&(S)}. 
OS6<2n 
The support function of a convex set measures how far the set extends in 
each direction. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The support function k(8) = k,(B) of a convex set G is 
k(0) = sup Re(ze-‘@), 
ZEG 
where 0 E [0, 27~1. 
Since Re(zeVie) is the projection of z on the ray arg z = 0, k(B) is the 
supremum of the projections of points in G on that ray. If G is unbounded, 
then k(0) assumes infinite values. 
The support function of P, is h,(-8). Furthermore, if G, and G, are two 
convex sets, then k,, +G ,(e) = kc,(e) + k,*(O) for all 8. 
5. DUALITY 
Suppose G is a convex region in C and H(G) is the complex linear space 
of single-valued functions analytic in G with the topology of uniform 
convergence on compact subsets of G. H(G) is a separable Frechet space. In 
addition, H(G) is a Monte1 space because a set is relatively compact in H(G) 
if it is bounded. 
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Let E(G) denote the vector space of entire functions of exponential type 
whose Bore1 transforms are analytic on the complement of G. Since G is 
convex, it follows that E(G) is the collection of entire functions of 
exponential type whose conjugate indicator diagrams are properly contained 
in G. It is known that E(G) may be identified with the topological dual of 
H(G) 17, 9 ]. The duality is expressed in the following way: iff is in H(G) 
and 4 is in E(G), then 
(J 4) = & j,- f(z) &z, dz, (5.1) 
where C is a simple closed curve in G winding once around P,. When C is 
chosen in this manner, the value of the integral in (5.1) is independent of C 
since f& is analytic in G intersect the complement of P,, 
Since H(G) is a separable Frechet space, a linear subspace of E(G) is 
weakly closed if and only if it is weakly sequentially closed [ 10, p. 273 ]. 
Furthermore, because H(G) is also a Monte1 space, every weakly convergent 
sequence in E(G) is also strongly convergent to the same limit [ 10, pp. 370. 
3711. For this reason, we shall usually make no distinction between weakly 
and strongly convergent sequences. 
Suppose S is a closed, bounded, convex set and H(0) = k,(-0). If 4 is an 
entire function of exponential type satisfying 
(4(z) 1 < Ae”“” (5.2) 
for some constant A and all z = re’*, then h,(B) < H(B) for every 0. It 
follows that S contains P,. 
The following theorem characterizes the convergent sequences in E(G) 
11 1, p. 4801. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let G be a convex region. A sequence (q5,,} converges to 4 
in E(G) if and only if: 
(i) Q,(z) + Q(z) uniformly on compact subsets of 6, and 
(ii) there exists a closed, bounded, convex set S contained in G, and a 
constant A independent of n and 8, such that (5.2) holds for 4 and each #,,, 
where H(B) = k,(4). 
It follows from (ii) that each P,” is properly contained in G. In particular. 
the boundary of each P,” is bounded away from the boundary of G. 
6. CONVOLUTION AND ITS ADJOINT 
Assume throughout the remainder of this paper that 4 is an entire function 
of exponential type with conjugate indicator diagram P and that 4 is not 
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identically zero. Let R be a convex region and f be an element of H(R + P). 
For z in C, the z-translate off is given byf’(w) =flz + w). If z is in R, then 
f, is analytic in some region containing P. Therefore, (f,, $) is defined for 
each z in R. The value of (f,, 4) is independent of the particular region 
containing P that we choose. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let R be a convex region. For f in H(R + P), the 
convolution f * 4 is defined for z in R by (f * g)(z) = (f,, 4). 
The function f * 4 is analytic on R. Therefore, we can think of a linear 
map * 4 which takes f in H(R + P) to f * 4 in H(R). The following theorem 
states that the map .#, which takes v in E(R) to I& in E(R + P), is the 
adjoint map of *d. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let 4 be of exponential type with conjugate indicator 
diagram P and let R be a convex region. Then, (f * $, ty) = (f, qhy) for all f 
in H(R + P) and ty in E(R). 
Proof It is an immediate consequence of the Polya representation 
12, Theorem 5.3.5, p. 741 and the Hahn-Banach theorem that the set 
a’ : a E C} is dense in H(G). Therefore, it suffices to show the result for 
Az)=e”. Using (5.1) and the Polya representation repeatedly, it can be 
shown that 
(f * 49 w> = #(a> w(a) = (.A 4w)* 
It follows from Theorem 6.2 that *Q is continuous. 
7. THE SURJECTIVITY OF *# FOR ALL R 
In this section, we show that *d is surjective for all convex regions R if 
and only if the indicator of 4 adds with the indicator of each entire function 
of exponential type, that is, if and only if $J is of completely regular growth. 
Recall that by a function of completely regular growth we mean an entire 
function of exponential type which is of completely regular growth in the 
entire complex plane. 
Recall that a linear subspace in E(R + P) is weakly closed if and only if it 
is weakly sequentially closed, and that the weakly and strongly convergent 
sequences in E(R + P) coincide. It follows from Theorems 6.2 and 7.1 
(13, Theorem 71 or [ 15, Corollary, p. 851) that a necessary and sufficient 
condition for *# to be surjective is that @E(R) be sequentially closed in 
E(R + P). Here, #E(R) = {@: w E E(R)}, the image of E(R) under the map 
4. 
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THEOREM 7.1. Let E and F be two Frechet spaces and let u be a 
continuous linear map from E into F. Then u is onto if and only if the dual 
map ‘u: F’ + E’ is one-to-one and its image ‘u(F’) is weak& closed in E’. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let 4 be of completely regular growth with conjugate 
indicator diagram P. Then the convolution operator *qd maps H(R + P) onto 
H(R) for each convex region R. 
Proof It is clear that a# is one-to-one because we are assuming C$ is not 
identically zero. It suffices to show then that #E(R) is sequentially closed in 
E(R + P). Suppose $f, + w in E(R + P), Then @(z)f,(z) -+ v(z) uniformly on 
compact subsets of C and therefore v(z) = 0 whenever 4(z) = 0. It follows 
from Lindelofs theorem that f = I+Y/Q is an entire function of exponential 
type. 
Since w = #f is in E(R + P), h@hfI) < k R + ,(-0) = k,(-0) + h,(B) for each 
6 in 10, 27r1. H owever, h,(B) + h,(R) = h,,(B) because Q is of completely 
regular growth. Therefore, h,(0) < k,(-8) for each 6 and so f is in E(R). It 
follows that I,V = df is in oE(R) and that oE(R) is sequentially closed in 
E(R + P). 
To prove the converse of Theorem 7.2, we show that if 4 is not of 
completely regular growth, then there exists a convex region R for which the 
convolution operator *# is not surjective. This is done in the following 
manner: If 4 is not of completely regular growth. then there exists I,Y and 
some 8, satisfying h,,(6),) < h$(B,,) + h,(B,). We find a convex region R and 
a function g so that It/g is not in E(R), but is in E(G) for each convex region 
G containing R with kR(-tYO) < k,(-0,). The fact that h,,(f?,,) C. 
h,(6),) + h,(B,) is then used to show that #vg is in E(R + P). We construct a 
sequence ( g,} so that vg, is in E(R) for each n, and so that @g,, --t @g in 
E(R + P). Letting f, = lyg,, and f = vg, we see that {#fn) is a sequence in 
E(R) which converges to $f in E(R + P), yet #f does not belong to #E(R). It 
follows that oE(R) is not sequentially closed in E(R f P), and so :co is not 
surjective by Theorem 7.1. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let I++ be an entire function of exponential type with 
conjugate indicator diagram P. If *o maps H(R + P) onto H(R) for each 
convex region R, then o is of completely regular growth. 
Proof: Suppose 9 is not of completely regular growth. Then $J is not of 
completely regular growth on some ray. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume this ray to be arg z = 0. It follows from Theorem 3.19 that there 
exists li/ of exponential type satisfying h,,(O) < h,(O) + h,(O). 
Let g(z) = e’. and for each positive integer )I, let g,,(z) = exp(( 1 - 1,/n) z). 
For each n. 
lim log I g,re”)l =(l - l/n)cosH. 
r-r IX r 
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Therefore, not only does /Q,(B) = (1 - l/n) cos 8, but each g, is of 
completely regular growth. In a similar manner, we see that g is of 
completely regular growth with h,(8) = cos 8. 
Let D be the open unit square. Then kD(0) = k,(4) = 1 cos 81 + ]sin 81. 
Since hJB) < k,(4), it follows that g, is in E(D) for each n > 1. In fact, 
P,” = { 1 - l/n}. Note, however, that g is not in E(D) because 
h,(O) = 1 = k,(O). 
Let f, = wg,, f = vg, and R = D + P, . Because each g, is in E(D), each f”,, 
is in E(R) and each #” is in QE(R). On the other hand, since g is of 
completely regular growth, hx0) = h,(O) + h,(O) = k,(O). Therefore, f is not 
in E(R) and #f is not in &E(R). 
It is true, however, that #f is in E(R + P). To see this, note that 
h,p) G h,(e) + h,(e) + h,(e) < we) + k+e) + k,(-8) = k, +,(-8). 
If B # 0, and that 
h,,@) = h,(O) + h,,(O) < h,(O) + h,(O) + h,(O) = k, +p(O). 
We now show #fn -+ @f in E(R + P). Let T be the closed rectangle with 
vertices fi, -ii,’ 1 + $i, and 1 - ii. It follows from hm,(0) ( h,(O) + h@(O) 
and the convexity of R + P that there exists a closed, bounded, convex set S 
satisfying 
Here, So denotes the interior of S. Let H(B) = k,(4) and choose E > 0 
satisfying H(e) > kT.+Pom(-t3) + E f or each 0. Since Pgn c T for each n > 1, it 
follows that H(8) > &(0) + hcum(f?) + E for each 0 in [0,2x] and n 2 1. 
There exists a constant A satisfying ] w(z) 4(z)] ( A exp((h,,(f?) $ s) r) for 
all z = reie [2, Theorem 51.9, p. 681. Therefore, 
If,WWl -0 expW,p> + h,,(e)+ dr) ~4 fF")r 
for all z = reie and n > 1. 
Similarly, 
If(z) 4(z)/ <A eHcejr for all z = reis. 
Finally, 4(z) f,(z) + $(z) f (z) uniformly on compact subsets of C because 
g,(z) --t g(z) uniformly on each compact subset. Therefore, q5f, -+ qif in 
E(R t P) by Theorem 5.3. Since we have already seen that #,f, is in #E(R) 
for each n, but that $f is not in q%(R), it follows that #E(R) is not weakly 
closed in E(R + P). Hence, the theorem follows from Theorem 7.1. 
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